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Abstract: The authors describe the opportunities of low-grade sulfide ores and mine waste processing with heap and bacterial leaching methods. By the example of gold and silver ores, we analyzed specific issues and processing technologies for heap leaching intensification in severe climatic conditions. The paper presents perspectives for heap leaching of sulfide and mixed ores from the Udokan (Russia) and Talvivaara (Finland) deposits, as well as technogenic waste dumps, namely, the Allarechensky Deposit Dumps (Russia). The paper also shows the laboratory results of non-ferrous metals leaching from low-grade copper-nickel ores of the Monchepluton area, and from tailings of JSC Kola Mining and Metallurgical Company.
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1. Introduction

On the one hand, off-balance sulfide ores from abandoned and producing deposits, overburden rocks, mill tailings, and non-ferrous slag are considered to be one of the largest sources for non-ferrous metals production. On the other hand, they are well-known environmental hazards. Therefore, the use of mine dumps and tailings, and the ores left in the ground as raw products accompanied by environmental impact decrease is considered to be a critical objective in terms of the environment and economy [1].

Obviously, methods of heap and bacterial leaching are potentially productive for processing such low-grade ore and mine waste containing non-ferrous metals [2–6]. Introduction of this technology will facilitate step-by-step transition to a circular economy during the implementation of the closed procedures for solution circulation and waste material disposal in construction industry [7–9].

Previously, based on a number of sulfide-containing technogenic deposits that were located in Murmansk region, Russia, it was proved that, not only fine, but also coarse disperse wastes represent environmental hazards. These are the Allarechensky Deposit Dumps, as well as copper-nickel ore processing tailings from the Pechenga deposits. These tailings are characterized by low sulfide content and high chemical activity of nonmetallic minerals [10].

It should also be noted that sulfide oxidation begins even at early stages of waste storage. This has resulted in degradation of ore minerals processing properties. Valuable components also undergo dilution, and start moving to lower levels due to supergene processes [10,11]. It could be seen the redistribution of the ratios of silicate and sulfide nickel forms in tailings. [10,12]. Due to a long-term
storage, technogenic deposits lose their value and they become a constant source of adverse impact on the environment [9,10,13].

A heap leaching process involves the following requirements. Solution containing sulfuric acid, oxidizing agent (oxygen, iron (III) ions, etc.), as well as microorganisms (for example, *Acidithiobacillus ferrooxidans*, *Acidithiobacillus thiooxidans*), are fed to the surface of a heap (ore stack) or inside. The solution is distributed evenly over the surface and dump heap mass by means of reservoirs, drainage channels, network of perforated tubes, or by spraying. Pregnant solution coming from under the heap is enriched in non-ferrous metals. It is collected in channels or tubes, and directed to further processing [2–6].

In comparison with heap leaching, biological leaching is a very young method of a valuable component recovery in the world processing industry. In the former USSR (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics), pilot tests were carried out in the 60 s of the past century, but they did not become a frequent practice in the industry [2,14,15].

The world’s hydrometallurgical experience proves perceptiveness of the heap leaching method mainly for recovery of gold, copper, and uranium, from low-grade ores, mining and processing waste [2–6,16–19]. The twenty percent of the world’s copper production is accomplished by heap leaching of ores from mines and processing plants as well as waste ores from dumps and further processing by solvent extraction and electrowinning (SX/EW) [16].

Biological leaching was proved to be efficient for sulfides of Co, Ga, Mo, Ni, Zn, and Pb [16]. Sulfide minerals, including metals of the platinum group (Pt, Rh, Ru, Pd, Os, and Ir) can be also subjected to preprocessing with microorganisms [20]. In recent decade, pilot tests on heap leaching of low-grade copper and nickel sulfide ores were launched (the mines involved are Radio Hill in the Western Australia; Talvivaara, Sotkamo in Finland; Khami, Sintszyan in China) [21–30].

The world industry has accumulated scientific and production experience that is related to assessment of ore amenability to heap leaching, engineering, and design of heap leach pads, solution irrigation systems, and collection of pregnant solutions, heap leaching schemes optimization, and chemicals regeneration [2,3,31]. Mathematical modeling techniques are being developed [32–35].

When using heap leaching, ore grades can be significantly lower than in the conventional metallurgical technologies. For example, for the heap leaching process used by the Finnish Company “Talvivaara Mining Company Plc” at its nickel mine situated in the subarctic zone of the north-east of Finland, average nickel grade amounts to 0.27%, copper 0.14%, cobalt 0.02%, and zinc 0.56% [36]. In cases of technogenic waste processing, the standard ore grade can be even lower. This can be explained by the fact that ore mining costs have been already spent, and transport expenses are allocated to the remediation budget [15].

The Russian Federation has all necessary conditions for a wide use of the heap leaching method for metal recovery. Undoubtedly, certain complications may result from unfavorable climate in the mining and processing regions of Russia. Most of the foreign mines are situated in the regions with warm climate, where the lowest temperature is above zero even in cold seasons. Therefore, it should be considered the specifics of the heap leaching process implementation in the regions with arctic and subarctic climate. The paper addresses these specifics by the example of gold and silver ores, as well as several case studies.

2. Specifics of Metal Heap Leaching in Severe Climatic Conditions

Currently, there are more than 300 heap leaching facilities in the world. About 70 of them (about 25%) are operated in the regions with arctic and subarctic climate with subzero average annual temperatures. These mines are located in North Europe, Asia, North America, as well as in the Andean regions of South America. Leading companies in the Arctic area are gold mines. They include Kinross Fort Knox Gold mine (Fairbanks, Alaska), Eagle and Coffee-Gold (Yukon Territory, Canada), as well as Casino Project (Yukon Territory, Canada) processing sulfide and oxidized copper ores bearing gold [37].
Low temperature and permafrost complicate implementation and operation of heap leaching pads and increase their costs. The following measures are taken to keep the leaching heaps warm [17,38,39]:

- construction of ore stacks in cells;
- use of drip emitters irrigation system consisting of pressure emitter trickles of labyrinth type;
- use of snow cover as a natural thermal insulation layer over a dump;
- freezing of “ice glaze” on a heap surface;
- covering a heap with thermally insulating materials during a cold season (polymer geo-textiles, polyethylene films with heated air supply underneath a covering mining material, with a layer thickness of up to 1 m);
- heating of process solutions.

In addition to these measures, a heap leach pad should be located in a place ensuring the maximum possible use of solar energy and minimum wind impact. A pad should not be built on permafrost soil, and frozen ore should not be placed on a dump as well.

Russian specialists have developed the method for precious metals leaching from mineral raw materials at low temperature (down to $-40 ^\circ C$), without any need for solvent percolation through ore lumps [17]. This method was called a “passive leaching”. In brief, the method includes the following steps: the ore is crushed, mixed with alkaline cyanide solution to complete the impregnation of the ore mass and held for some time, until all free gold transfers into a water-soluble state. On completing the process, the ore mass is subjected to water leaching by one of the two methods depending on technical and economic calculations: directly in heaps and dumps in-situ; or, based on a counterflow scheme in any flushing apparatus. The main feature of the passive leaching method is its applicability in severe cold conditions for gold and silver raw material processing. This is important for the Far North regions.

Quite a wide range of specialists used to think that geotechnologies, i.e., leaching in heaps, dumps, sludge storage facilities is unreasonable and unrealistic in cold climates with subzero average annual temperatures, permafrost soils, and short warm period (three months a year). However, yet, in the eighties of the 20th century, processing parameters and indicators of percolation (heap) and passive leaching were studied and determined, based on the ores from 12 deposits and the material of two gold-processing plants in Yakutia and Magadan region, Russia. Those parameters included: water retention capacity of gold- and silver-bearing materials, absorption of chemical agents, optimum solvent concentration, temperature impact, and metal recovery [17]. For the first time, the experiments proved that gold and silver minerals can be transferred into a water-soluble form by addition of cyanides under the temperature range from 0 down to $-40 ^\circ C$.

After many years of cryomineralogenesis studies in mining and technogenic massifs, Ptitsyn developed a geochemical basis for metal geotechnology in the permafrost environment. Analysis of copper ore samples from the Udokan deposit experimentally showed conditions of copper solutions formation and migration under subzero temperatures [40,41]. Corrosive solution originates at the contact between sulfide ores and atmosphere. By reacting with ores during gravity migration, it forms an oxidation zone. The solutions penetrate into ice intergranular space, and between ice and minerals contacts. Cryogenic zones should be considered as a common feature in the areas of permafrost development [41,42].

The most important factors of cryomineralogenesis in mining and technogenic massifs are the following [43]:

1. wide development of film water;
2. exothermic effect of sulfides oxidation;
3. significant impact of psychrophilic bacteria, including understudied silicate bacterium and other simple organisms;
4. cryogenic solutions formation and migration conditions;
Ptitsyn’s monograph describes an essential opportunity for using geotechnology for recovery of non-ferrous, rare, and precious metals in permafrost areas with cold climate [40]. Metals transition into a liquid form is achieved by combined treatment of ores with film-type solutions and solutions produced by cryogenic concentration. An additional factor intensifying a heap leaching process is frost cracking, which increases the contact surface between ore and solution. Due to gravity migration through rock conglomerated by ice, a concentrated freeze-resistant metal-containing solution can be accumulated on a waterproof foundation in the lower part of a massif. It ensures a possibility for the metal extraction and processing. The author pointed out that silting of massif could be reduced considerably during leaching at subzero temperatures.

Ptitsyn recommends using geotechnology methods at subzero temperatures for leaching gold, silver, copper, beryllium, magnesium, mercury, tin, bismuth, molybdenum, tungsten, manganese, nickel, as well as a number of rare metals found in significant quantity in highly-mineralized solutions [40]. The author assumed that lead, zinc, cobalt and platinum group metals can be recovered with the same method. Depending on ore composition, both acid (sulfate, chloride) and alkali (carbonate, ammonium, etc.) solutions can be used for leaching.

Nitrogen oxygen compounds (NO, N$_2$O$_3$, NO$_2$, N$_2$O$_4$, HNO$_2$, NO$_2^-$, HNO$_3$, NO$_3^-$, NO$^+$, NO$_2^+$, etc.) are likely to be oxidizing substances for oxidized leach cap, but they need further studies [42,44–47]. For example, nitrous acid activates various oxidizing processes, including leaching of galena (PbS), pyrites (FeS$_2$), pyrrhotite (Fe$_{1−x}$S), sphalerite (ZnS), and chalcocite (Cu$_2$S) in sulfuric acid solutions [42]. The activating effect of HNO$_2$ is intensified with its concentration increase and it is limited only by the disproportion of HNO$_2$ at the positive temperature range and low pH values. The experiments proved that nitrous acid stability under cryogenic conditions increases significantly even in highly acidic medium. Frost weathering modeling on the samples of copper-sulfide ores from the Udokan deposits (Russia) showed that copper-sulfide oxidation accelerated considerably with nitrous acid addition, and it has practically the same intensity throughout the analyzed range of parameters. The experiment involved the leaching of fraction 0.063–0.2 mm with 0.5 M sulfuric acid solution, using 0.1 M of nitrous acid and without it, at the temperatures of −20 and +20 °C, at S:L ratio of 1:5. The activating effect of HNO$_2$ appears to a greater degree during freezing. Copper recovery from solid phase increases by 2.7 times at a room temperature, and by 4.7 times under cryogenic conditions [45].

Passive leaching of gold and silver raw materials, as well as the justification of metals transition into a liquid phase with new oxidizing agents under subzero temperatures need generalization and experimental proofs for using it for sulfide ores and mine wastes processing.

In the next sections, the authors describe case studies and perspective of non-ferrous metals recovery from sulfide and mixed ores with heap leaching in the northern regions of the Russian Federation and abroad.

3. Geotechnological Methods of Ore Processing at the Udokan Mine

The Udokan deposit (in the North of Zabaykalsky Krai, Russia) is one of the largest copper deposits in the world, which is located 30 km to the south from the Novaya Chara railway station, on the mountain range Udokan. The territory of the deposit is associated with the Russian Far North. Continuous permafrost area extends with thickness from 65 m under water courses to 950 m under the watershed divide. Permafrost rock temperature is from −7 °C to −8 °C, the active layer thickness is about 1 m. By 2020, it is planned to build a mining and metallurgical complex with the capacity of
474,000 tons of copper per year. In addition to that, they plan to extract 277 t of silver per year, and to process additionally off-balance ores using the heap leaching method [46,47].

According to Khalezov, high-grade and amenable ores of the Udokan deposit should be processed with a traditional processing method, i.e., melting process [48]. Oxidized, sulfide-oxidized, and low-grade mixed ores should be processed using geotechnologies, i.e., heap leaching. Such ores should be dumped on specially arranged pads during mining. For this purpose, the corresponding ore classification process should be used. This process has already been used for a long time by a number of mining companies in Russia. Pyrometallurgical processing will be a source for sulfuric acid and heat to warm heap leaching solutions. Consequently, pyro- and hydrometallurgical methods are suggested for ore processing. This will ensure a technical and economic effect, and it enables increasing raw material usage. Copper minerals content is as follows: 68.5% of malachite (Cu$_2$CO$_3$(OH)$_2$) and brochantite (Cu$_4$SO$_4$(OH)$_6$); 29.6% of chalcocite (Cu$_2$S), covellite (CuS), bornite (Cu$_5$FeS$_4$); and, 1.9% of chalcopyrite (CuFeS$_2$). The ore has a vein, finely disseminated mineralization. Rock-forming minerals include quartz, feldspar, sericite, they amount up to 90%, and resistant to acid. This fact determines the low consumption of sulfuric acid. If leaching at Udokan is carried out only during warm season (140 days per year), leaching of ore with below 400 mm grain size will take 5–7 years. In case of a year-around operation with solution heating, the leaching will take 2–3 years. The SX/EW process is considered to be the most suitable method for copper extraction. The technology with closed water circulation enables recovering accompanying elements from ores, including rare and noble metals [48]. Solid residues of ore processing can be used for land reclamation and in construction industry.

4. Heap Bioleaching of Polymetallic Nickel Ore at the Talvivaara Deposit in Sotkamo, Finland

The Talvivaara deposit of polymetallic ores in Sotkamo, Finland, has become the most striking instance of heap bioleaching implementation for sulfide ores processing under the Far North conditions [49–53]. This deposit is considered to be one of the largest sulfide deposits in Europe situated in the geographical environment that closely resembles the Murmansk region in Russia.

Talvivaara black schist ore contains pyrrhotite (Fe$_{1-x}$S), pyrite (FeS$_2$), sphalerite (ZnS), pentlandite ((Fe,Ni)$_9$S$_8$), violarite ((Fe,Ni)$_3$S$_4$), chalcopyrite (CuFeS$_2$), and graphite (C). Nickel is distributed in the different sulfide minerals as follows: pentlandite 71%, pyrrhotite 21% and pyrite 8%. Cobalt is distributed in the following mineralogical phases: pentlandite 11%, pyrrhotite 26%, and pyrite 63%. The total copper is concentrated in chalcopyrite and the total zinc in sphalerite. The main silica-containing phases are quartz, mica, anorthite, and microcline [52]. Ore bioleaching in Talvivaara was studied during two decades: beginning from laboratory experiments in leaching columns, and up to construction of a pilot heap [49–53].

The selected mining method is a large-scale open pit mining. During processing, ore is crushed and screened in four stages to 80% passing 8 mm (Figure 1). After primary crushing, ore is conveyed to a secondary crushing plant, where it is crushed and screened in three stages. All of the material below 10 mm reports to agglomeration in a rotating drum, where pregnant leach solution (PLS) is added to the ore in order to consolidate fine particles with coarser particles. This preconditioning step makes ore permeable to air and water for heap leaching. After agglomeration, ore is conveyed and stacked in piles from eight to ten meters height on the primary heap pad. After 13–14 months of bioleaching on the primary pad, the leached ore is reclaimed, conveyed, and re-stacked onto the secondary heap pad, where it is leached further in order to recover metals from those parts of the primary heaps, which had poor contact with the leaching solution. During the recovery process metals are precipitated from the PLS while using gaseous hydrogen sulfide and pH adjustment [53].

The primary heap is irrigated at a rate of 5 L/(m$^2$·h). The irrigation solution pH is adjusted to 1.7–2.0, and the solution is distributed evenly over the heap surface. PLS is collected with a drainage system and is discharged to PLS collection ponds. About 10–20% of the solution is pumped to a metals recovery plant and the rest is recirculated to the heap (Figure 1).
An uncultured bacterium clone H70 was found in both microbial community in the heap (monitored by leachate analyses) varied during the first few months, becoming dominated by *At. ferrooxidans* and *Desulfotomaculum geothermicum*; other species identified were *Thiomonas arsinitorans*, *Alicyclobacillus tolerans*, and *Ferrimicrobium acidophilum* [51]. Analyses of ore samples from the heap revealed *At. ferrooxidans*, *At. caldus*, and *F. acidophilum*. An uncultured bacterium clone H70 was found in both leachate and ore samples. Cell numbers varied between $10^5–10^8$ cells/mL in leachate and between $10^5–10^7$ cells/g in ore. In 500 days, recoveries were Ni 92%, Zn 82%, Co 14%, and Cu 2%. The low copper recovery was explained by the minerals’ electrochemical properties [21].

Talvivaara became the first commercial nickel sulfide heap leaching operation. Nickel production was launched in October 2008. It was originally planned to reach the design capacity 33,000 t of nickel, 1200 t of cobalt, 60,000 t of zinc, and 10,000 t of copper by 2010 [21]. However, the peak performance was reached only by 2011, and the parameters amounted only to the half of the planned figures (16,087 t of nickel) [54].

The project engineering and development at commercial scale occurred during the period, when non-ferrous metal prices were rather high [54]. In 2007, average annual price of refined nickel at London Metal Exchange increased by 52.5% USD/t in comparison with 2006, i.e., from 24,416 to 37,230. The perspectives of successful operation at commercial scale were attractive. However, during the following years, prices for non-ferrous metals (including nickel) dropped dramatically.

The tense situation in the world market led to the bankruptcy of Talvavaara Mining Company Plc [54]. Regardless of the negative economic results, the company left a number of useful experiments, proved by experience, and having strategic value for further research and pilot tests; the microorganisms used in bioleaching process still exist and develop in the feed ore. They are endemic and well-adapted to the environment, what results in processing efficiency; high quality of materials recovered from solutions at commercial scale was demonstrated.
5. Copper-Nickel Ores and Technogenic Waste in Murmansk Region

Early studies of hydrometallurgical methods for processing of copper-nickel ores from the Murmansk region deposits were launched in the 70s of the previous century [55]. For referencing purposes, the main types of disseminated ores from the deposits Zhidanovsky, Kaula, Sopchinsky Plast, and Lovnoozersky were selected. The metal content varied: 0.46–1.49% Ni and 0.01–0.62% Cu. In the first experiments, the solution containing 150 g/L of H$_2$SO$_4$ and 135 g/L of NaCl was used as a leaching reagent. The laboratory and further large-scale tests proved the possibility of underground metal leaching from the Lovnoozersky deposit ores.

The first data on a number of thionic bacteria in mine water of copper-nickel deposits in the Murmansk region are presented in the works of Lyalikova and Karavaiko et al. [56,57]. The possibility of their use for non-ferrous leaching was studied by Golovko et al. [55].

Currently, the research on justification of non-ferrous metal leaching from sulfide-containing natural and technogenic deposits of the Murmansk region continues [58–63].

5.1. Perspectives for Biological Leaching of Sulfide Copper-Nickel Ores from the Allarechensky Deposit Dumps

The technogenic deposit, the Allarechensky Deposit Dumps, is situated in the north-western part of the Murmansk region, 45 km to the south from the village Nickel, the Pechenga district. The deposit is a dump of mine waste that formed after open-pit mining of the Allarechensky sulfide copper-nickel ore deposit, which was completed in 1971 [13].

The ores of the deposit are represented by two morphological types: massive ore containing the following valuable components: 5–18% Ni, 0.15–8% Cu, up to 0.3% Co; and, disseminated ore containing 0.2–7.9% Ni, 0.12–4.9% Cu, up to 0.12% Co; with grades ranging: from 7.9%, 4.9%, and 0.12% (for high-grade ores) and up to 0.2%, 0.12%, and 0.008% (for low-grade ores), respectively. Ore studies enabled to define two key properties, which could be useful for ore processing: gravity and magnetic contrast [13,58,59].

Industrial tests showed that magnetic separation enables to efficiently process both raw and high-grade ones within the size range of 5–60 mm, and to produce a high-grade concentrate with cumulative content of Ni 2.0–3.7%, Cu 1.5–2.2%, and Co 0.03–0.08% [13,58,59].

For the processing of a fine fraction constituting 10–15% of all the deposit volume, it was studied whether non-ferrous metal recovery is possible by using biotechnology. The deposit ores are amenable to bioleaching due to their structural and textural properties. The chain of sulfide leaching was determined: pyrrhotite (Fe$_{1-x}$S) $\rightarrow$ pentlandite (Fe,Ni)$_8$S$_8$ $\rightarrow$ chalcopyrite (CuFeS$_2$), and pyrite (FeS$_2$). The crystal structure, fracturing, substitution by violarite ((Fe,Ni)$_3$S$_4$) and bravoite ((Fe,Ni,Co)S$_2$), contributing to faster mineral destructurization, encourage pentlandite (Fe,Ni)$_8$S$_8$ leaching. A large portion of minerals has excessive sorption capacity and it is characterized by ore mineral binding. These factors are referred to adversity [13,58,59].

JSC Jrgiredmet has performed large-scale laboratory tests and calculation of technical and economic parameters on applicability of non-ferrous bacteria heap leaching technology for magnetic separation products in the dumps. One of the analyzed process flow diagrams is presented in Figure 2 [13,59].

Regardless of the fact that the resources of the deposit are not large, and, according to various estimates, amount to about one million tons of ore containing on the average 0.54% Ni and 0.47% Cu, the development of only explored reserves is considered to be a commercially viable investment project with low risks [59].
5.2. Copper-Nickel Ore Tailings

Copper-nickel ore processing tailings from the Processing Plant no.1 of the Pechenganickel Complex of JSC Kola Mining and Metallurgical Company in the town of Zapolyarny, the Murmansk region, are thought to be one of the largest technogenic deposits in Russia. These ores are characterized by the predominance of grain size below 0.1 mm. In many cases, up to 50% of grains are below 0.044 mm. Serpentines (about 60%) prevail in the mineral composition of tailings [10]. Piroxenes, amphiboles, talcum, chlorites, quartz, and feldspar are abundant, as well. The main ore minerals are magnetite (Fe₃O₄), pyrrhotite (Fe₁₋₈S), pentlandite ((Fe,Ni)₉S₈), and chalcopyrite (CuFeS₂). Total content of sulfide minerals is 1–3%. The losses of nickel with tailings during the enrichment of disseminated copper-nickel ores is up to 30%. Processing of finely-dispersed technogenic products or natural raw materials with high content of laminal hydrosilicates (clay minerals) involve colmatation problems, which decrease dump permeability for leaching solutions, and they lead to the process shutdown. Such effects were observed during the storage of copper-nickel ores processing tailings. Presence of chlorites, and mixed layer buildups in mature tailings results in formation of artificial clay-like ground, and decrease of filtration coefficient by more than 100 times [12].

One of the ways to solve this problem is material agglomeration with binders. Taking into account the excess amount of sulfuric acid produced by operations of the Kola Mining and Metallurgical Company (Zapolyarny City, Russia) and problems with it’s sales; it is believed that a sulfatisation process involving pelletizing in agglomerators would be a promising technology. H₂SO₄ is used as a binding material in this process [60]. Pellets were experimentally produced at the ratio S:L = 5–3:1. H₂SO₄ solution with concentration of 10% was used as a binder. The pellet diameter for the tests was 0.8–1 cm. The highest pellet hardness under compression amounted to 2.8–3 MPa.

The tailings contained: Ni 0.17%, Cu 0.07%, Co 0.01%. Percolation leaching was fulfilled using 1% sulfuric acid in the columns with 45 mm diameter during 110 days.
About 60% of nickel contained in tailings transfers into solution during 110 days. Copper demonstrates a lower leaching rate (about 44%) as the metal occurs in the form of chalcopyrite (CuFeS$_2$) [2,21]. Relatively low leaching rate for cobalt (about 41%) are likely to be explained by the metal existence in the form of isomorphic contaminant in magnetite (Fe$_3$O$_4$). The leaching rate of metals per day amounted to: 0.55% of nickel, 0.37% of cobalt, and 0.4% of copper.

5.3. Low-Grade Copper-Nickel Ores of the Monchepluton Deposits

Previous mineralogical and processing tests that were performed on the off-balance copper-nickel ores from the Monchepluton deposits demonstrated their general amenability to hydrometallurgical processing [60,61]. It was necessary then to find process design solutions, which could ensure the intensification of sulfide mineral dissolution.

The samples of low-grade copper-nickel ores from three deposits were used for studies: Lake Moroshkovoye, Nyud Terrasa, and Nittis-Kumuzhya-Travyanaya (NKT). Nickel and copper content in the samples is presented in the Table 1 below.

To intensify heap leaching, we carried out ore grinding with further sulfuric agglomeration. The ore was ground to 0.05–1 mm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Nickel and copper content in the ore samples.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Content, %</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nickel</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lake Moroshkovoye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NKT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nyud Terrasa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Copper</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lake Moroshkovoye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NKT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nyud Terrasa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The ore from the Lake Moroshkovoye deposit demonstrated the most intensive nickel leaching. After 32 days, the recovery was more than 60%. Herewith, about 20% of nickel that was transferred to solution at the stage of water leaching during one day (Figure 3a).

Nickel from the Nyud Terrasa deposit showed much worse leaching performance. The Ni recovery was about 10% during the same period. Obviously, it can be explained by fine sulfide impregnations prevailing in this type of ore. Therefore, after dissolving coarser minerals at the water leaching stage, the next growth of nickel recovery amounted to less than 2% up to the end of the test (Figure 3a).

As anticipated, copper leached much slower in comparison with nickel, and that was due to its presence in the form of chalcopyrite [2,21]. The best copper recoveries were achieved during the tests with the NKT deposit ore, they amounted to 8% (Figure 3b). The lowest Cu recovery, as in the case with Ni, was observed for the Nyud Terrasa deposit ore, it amounted to 1.95%. Leaching intensities of the non-ferrous metals per day are presented in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Leaching intensities of non-ferrous metals per day.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nickel</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lake Moroshkovoye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NKT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nyud Terrasa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Copper</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lake Moroshkovoye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NKT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nyud Terrasa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Consequently, sulfuric acid agglomeration of finely ground ores leads to considerable improvement of leaching performance. For example, during leaching of the Lake Moroshkovoye deposit ore crushed to 2–3 mm, the rate of recovery into solution per day amounted to 0.48% for nickel, 0.08% for copper, which is lower than the values that were demonstrated by ore in pellets by 3.9 and 1.6 times, respectively.

An optimization of the agglomeration mode and parameters is necessary to allow for the usage of increased grain sizes for pellets production. An increase of acid concentration for pelletizing enables further water leaching with solution circulation [62].
An optimization of the agglomeration mode and parameters is necessary. Correlation of ferrous and ferric iron concentrations in the solutions after filtration in a percolator indicates the oxidation of Fe$^{2+}$ (Figure 5a).

The ore was preliminary saturated with water. Solution was added once in two days in the amount of 25 mL. Test leaching of ores from the Nyud Terrasa deposit was conducted. The content of Ni and Cu in the ore amounted to 0.42% and 0.15%, respectively. The ore was crushed to 1–3 mm, and loaded to percolators. Bacterial leaching was carried out with circulation of a certain solution portion. The ore was preliminary saturated with water. Solution was added once in two days in the amount of 25 mL.

Figure 3 demonstrates changes of solutions pH and Eh after filtration in a percolator during 76 days of the test. The first data points indicate ore water saturation.

5.4. Percolation Bioleaching of Non-Ferrous Metals from Low-Grade Copper-Nickel Ore

Thionic bacteria facilitating bioleaching of sulfide ores were produced from sulfides and runoffs from the Allarechensky Deposit Dumps copper-nickel ores. For further work in a bioreactor at 27 °C and steady aeration bacterial biomass with a cell number of $10^9$ cells/mL was produced. A scale-up process was carried out during 10–12 days on the mineral medium containing ferrous iron.

Test leaching of ores from the Nyud Terrasa deposit was conducted. The content of Ni and Cu in the ore amounted to 0.42% and 0.15%, respectively. The ore was crushed to 1–3 mm, and loaded to percolators. Bacterial leaching was carried out with circulation of a certain solution portion. The ore was preliminary saturated with water. Solution was added once in two days in the amount of 25 mL.

Figure 4 demonstrates changes of solutions pH and Eh after filtration in a percolator during 76 days of the test. The first data points indicate ore water saturation.

Correlation of ferrous and ferric iron concentrations in the solutions after filtration in a percolator indicates the oxidation of Fe$^{2+}$ (Figure 5a).
6. Conclusions

Experience of precious metals heap leaching in the regions with arctic and subarctic climate, and subzero average annual temperatures proves the applicability of these methods for geotechnological processing of sulfide ores containing non-ferrous metals.

Cryomineralogenesis studies in natural and technogenic sulfide-containing massifs, development of passive leaching methods for gold- and silver-bearing raw materials, as well as metals transfer into liquid phase under subzero temperature with new oxidizing agents deserve consideration and comprehensive experiments that are based on sulfide copper-nickel ores.

When processing the Udokan deposit copper ores, it is economically reasonable to combine pyro- and hydrometallurgical methods to increase the use of raw materials. Oxidized, oxide-sulfide, and low-grade complex ores should be processed with heap leaching.

The authors analyzed the experience of Talvivaara Mining Company Plc (a Finnish company), related to the nickel mine operation at the Talvivaara polymetallic deposit situated in the subarctic area, in the north-east of Finland.

Using the technogenic deposit, Allarechensky Deposit Dumps, as an example, we determined optimal combination of magnetic separation and biological leaching for sulfide copper-nickel ores processing ensuring the operation profitability and investment attractiveness of such technogenic deposits.

At the level of laboratory tests, we showed solutions and directions for more intensive methods of non-ferrous metals leaching from low-grade ores and waste of the mining and processing complex in the Murmansk region. The results will form a scientific basis for development of optimal conditions and parameters for ore and mine waste hydrometallurgical processing. This will enable justifying the involvement of low-grade copper-nickel ores and processing tailings containing strategic non-ferrous metals into commercial processing.
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